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The transition to high performance 
John Lewis partners tell the story 

Helen Kelly 
 

We had a change agenda, yet as an organization, we weren’t up for it.  
- Tracey Killen, Director of Personnel, John Lewis Partnership 

Two steps forward, one and a half back 
When John Lewis planned its move to Performance Management, they encountered the trickiest part of 
paradigm shift: using the old culture to design your way out of it.  Here’s what happened. 

After sixty years tiptoeing around performance management - 
just the occasional mildly embarrassed, slightly apologetic, 
gentle suggestions of possible adjustments, and only when 
absolutely necessary - John Lewis set out to be a closely-
managed, high profile High Performance Organisation (HPO). 

But they weren’t sure what to measure. And, as was their wont, 
they worried lest they say too much, too little, or  
not enough not the right way. And they worried lest they  
miss important measures. So in the end - attempting to  
be careful, comprehensive and fair - they opted to measure, well, 
everything. 

 “When we started, it was a bit of a sheep dip approach,” Linda Rodger, 
Personnel Manager at the Glasgow store, explained. “We had Leadership Days 
entitled Compete to Win*. HPO entered the language. Every steering group 
member, department and section managers went through a Compete to Win day.  
We had new tools our own people had created, yet we hadn’t any real idea what 
that meant. 

A few months later we learned that we’d be assessed on six key behaviours we’d 
never considered before, and we’d all be assessing these behaviours in the 
annual appraisals of our Partners. Everyone was anxious and excited. It was 
scary and had promise. And that’s pretty much how things were for a while.”  

First steps disguise benefits 

The assessment tool Linda mentioned is Behaviour Indicators. There are six Behaviours. 
Each Behaviour comprises twenty six indicators - and over 200 evidence statements. 

About Me Team Player Vision  and 
Creativity 

Leading  and 
Developing 

Passionate 
Retailer 

Driving Results 

 
Here is an example of one indicator and associated evidence statements. 

About Me 

Indicator Don’t Want to See Want to See Outstanding 
Is responsible 
for  own actions 

Needs prompting 
Doesn’t think beyond  the 
immediate step 
Accepts low standards 
Blames others 
Makes excuses 
Is moody 
Is complacent 

Is self motivated and works 
without  supervision 
Takes ownership for  their work 
Has pride and strives  to do their 
best 
Admits mistakes and  failures and 
corrects  them 
Behaves consistently 
Constructively questions 

Sets high standards 
Takes the initiative  without 
prompting 
Sees making mistakes  as an 
opportunity to  learn 
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There’s a traditional school-type grading system, with numbers of points determining the 
grade, and the grades are tied to pay bands. 

Whew. And this is only one part of the annual appraisal completed for all managers and Partners. The 
Appraisal is a Personal and Professional Development assessment designed to inform a Development 
Plan. You will find the Appraisal details in Appendix A. It is similarly detailed and there are school-type 
grades assigned. 

For a little while, everyone was overwhelmed 

 
David Shankie 

Department Manager 
 

 Nicola Lightbody 
Selling Assistant 

James Storrie  
Section Manager 

 Susan Jackson  
Section Manager 

When John Lewis introduced the detailed and graded performance measures, at the beginning most of 
the Partners with whom I spoke – management and non-management - felt overwhelmed. 

One Partner said it could take six or seven hours to complete a full performance assessment. “It isn’t 
really a problem,” she said. “It’s more of an annoyance because it seems we’re spending more time on it 
than we need to, but really I don’t know and maybe this is what we need to do. What matters is that the 
company is trying to do the right thing.” 

There was also a feeling that grading is demoralising.  To gain status of High Performance Manager or 
High Performance Partner, your average grade needs to be a minimum of 4 and that’s directly connected 
to your pay. “It’s like school,” one woman said, “and boy, it’s scary to be back in that again. It’s the feeling 
of being a kid and being afraid of bad grades. People set norms against their own standards when there 
are so many different ways of doing anything. I’m sure it will be fine in the end.” 

Now, a wave of personal and professional growth 
 

 

“Now I have a voice. John Lewis gave me a voice,” one non-management Partner told me. 

And it looks like things will be fine.  The pressure to be so sure that you measure everything is bred of 
John Lewis’ legendary kindness - and of working from behavioural patterns and assumptions of the old 
paradigm.  The top management team are well-intentioned, unpretentious, learning individuals. It is highly 
likely that gradually they will let go of control in the appropriate ways and so streamline into a more 
manageable, more useful and informative process. 
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But what suggests that things are going the right way? And even that the inconvenient micromanagement 
isn’t impeding progress toward High Performance? Here’s what I saw: 

Rising above the universal confusion typically brought about by micromanagement, there 
is a wave of personal and professional growth fuelled by the underlying intent of the 
Performance Management Processes: that people will know more about themselves, 
contribute more efficiently and effectively to the business, and gain a level of professional 
self-respect. 

And Partners spontaneously say that’s exactly what’s happening. One Section Manager told me a heart-
warming story. 

My old job was safe. I had no responsibility for anyone else. I had no authority to make 
changes so I didn’t have to take any risk. I was measured on timekeeping and 
appearance. I improved based on external input and rules. I always did fine. I wasn’t 
happy or unhappy. 

I had been working this way for eight years when Compete to Win came in and I wasn’t 
prepared for the wonderful things ahead. 

At first I didn’t know what to make of it all. Glasgow people don’t let others in too easily 
and we had to talk about things that made me uneasy. But what a difference it has made. 
Of course, it’s wasn’t easy telling people who have been here so long that they’re not 
doing a good job, but I realised I just had to help them understand first what this is all 
about. And now the biggest part of my job is developing people. I can influence their 
success, even if there is a conflict. 

When I run into things I think I can’t do, or wish I could do better, I sign up for training. 
Before, the DM told me what training to take and when to go. Now, I am responsible for 
realising when I need support or training. Of course I can talk to my manager about it, but 
in the end it’s my decision. There’s so much to learn, I’m excited about coming to work 
every day. 

Why? Well, it’s so many things. Before, I knew my place. If I saw something I thought 
wasn’t so good, it wasn’t my place to mention it to the person or tell anyone in 
management. The people who could say anything were Department Managers. They did 
the assessments and they had everyone’s respect. But that didn’t go two ways. Now I 
have the DM’s respect, especially when my Partners do a good job, because I’m the one 
responsible for helping them do the good job. 

I still don’t feel comfortable grading myself, yet in most other ways I feel more confident. I 
document my behaviours and look at it on paper and feel good. I feel valued. I have a 
real role. I can make a difference in other people’s lives. I have a place; and, well, I have 
a voice. John Lewis gave me a voice. I’m not afraid of failing anymore. 

For some, things just keep getting better 
“Let’s face it,” one new manager told me. “There have always been 
good managers here. For example, with one of my former managers, 
I could go to her for any reason, talk to her about things. What we’re 
doing now went on anyway, but the important point is that there is 
more of a process or a stimulus to raise the bar and develop Partners. 
Now the company is trying to make sure we’re all more effective 
managers and we all have good managers, by which they mean open 
to conversations and able to help people improve performance. 

“Of course, there’s still a way to go before this is going to work. My 
average is three to four hours per performance review. I need to get it 
down but all that pales into insignificance when I think of what I’ve 
gained personally.  

For example, my manager told me these things about myself. 
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I don’t give full attention to what I’m doing 

I’m always on the way to the next place (mentally) 

My manager didn’t really know any more than I did why I did those things, and I had 
never thought about the impact on other people. We just didn’t have the language or the 
process to discuss. 

Now, I pay attention to those things. Sometimes I take my watch off to keep myself from 
looking at the time! But what’s most important is that my manager made the link for me 
about why I was doing those things. He didn’t have answers, but he had questions. 

That was powerful. He talked about things no one had ever talked about, and about 
motivations for behaviour that could be psychological. I could look inside and find my 
feelings, and then change my behaviour. It was great. 

I’ve moved along in this direction to things I’d like to improve. Many of the measures refer 
to behaviours, and there isn’t a written approach because there can’t be. You have to 
understand human behaviour and be able to talk about it. To really do a performance 
review the way John Lewis wants us to, we need to acknowledge that what’s most 
important is using judgment and providing guidance. No matrix will train people to use 
judgment and provide guidance. 

Awakening - and impetus for growth 
“I’m pleased to say that the central ethos of the business hasn’t changed,” a Department Manager told 
me. And actually, every Section Junior Manager or non-management Partner with whom I spoke told me 
of awakening. 

Several people spoke of finding language. You cannot underestimate the 
potential for growth when one finds language to describe thoughts and 
feelings; for with conversation, growth begins and then ineluctably follows a 
predictable developmental pattern from awareness of identity to confidence, 
precision, pride and self esteem. So, disorienting as it was at first, asking 
everyone to develop language and conversation improved performance from 
the start and quickly. 

And perhaps the very reliance on the old paradigm helped. The new processes and procedures started 
where people started. And though the way forward was a bit of a lurch, people discovered the roadblocks 
and spoke about them in a common language.  

None of that, however, was complaint, and most said it’s not surprising the transition took this route, as it 
takes time to move away from such a compelling, long-standing parental culture. 

There were ideas in hindsight about lessons learned – reminders, perhaps, for the management team. 
Even several years on, some Partners continue to believe there is unnecessary micromanagement. One 
Partner commented: 

This all needs streamlining. So much stuff overlaps, we’re drowning in minutiae. Last 
week a Partner discussed one point for two hours; and since the grades in the appraisal 
are tied to pay bands, people want to know how it all relates to pay. I believe that 
managers need to use their judgement and experience when completing the assessment 
of behaviours and not have to do a tick-box exercise. 

 

* In addition to Compete to Win, there are various programs that explain the performance  
management elements and system along with programs in management development, leadership  
and other arenas that prepare and support the move to HPO. In addition to the six  
Behaviour Indicators, there are additional performance measurement tools that together comprise 
Performance Management at John Lewis. 
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Appendix A 
Appraisal at John Lewis is four packed pages. Page One is a matrix. 

Personal Details 

Behaviours – Grade the behaviours below 1 - 5 

  Strengths to  
capitalise on 

Areas to develop (headlines only; put 
details in the Development Plan) 

Grading 

About Me        

Team Player       

Vision and Creativity       

Leading and Developing       

Passionate Retailer       

Delivering Results        

Attendance 

Days Off 

Number of Occasions of Days Off  Absence Rate % 

Branch Absence Rate % 

Timekeeping 

Is this Partner on time for work? Y/N 

Is this Partner on time for meetings? Y/N 

 

Page Two is performance measures. 

   Significant achievements  Areas to develop performance  Grading 

 Partner       

 Customer        

 Profit       

 Comment about performance not recorded anywhere else.  

 Looking to the Future – short and longer term career aspirations.  
 

Appraisal Page Three is the Partner’s Development Plan and Appraisal Page Four is the Confirmation 
Page where the Partner indicates he/she understands policy, may comment on pay, understands the 
manager’s comments and actions, acknowledges the Manager’s comments and actions and again may 
offer comments before signing. 

 

 


